
Microscopy revealed a circumscribed tumour

composed of epithelial cells arranged mainly in

elongated and branching tubules, with intervening

leiomyomatous stroma (Fig 3A). Papillary growth

pattern was focally noted, amounting to less than

5% of the tumour (Fig 3B). Focal cystic

degeneration was present (Fig 3C). Between the

tightly packed tubules, there were few intervening

small capillaries (Fig 3D). The epithelial cells had

voluminous clear cytoplasm with well-defined cell

borders and basally located nuclei with irregular

nuclear contours (Fig 3E). Nucleoli were

conspicuous only at 400x and mitotic activity was

scarce. The stromal cells were spindled, arranged in

fascicles and small packets. They had eosinophilic

cytoplasm and cigar-shaped nuclei (Fig 3F). Stromal

myxoid change was present.

.

Based on terminology and criteria described in a

recent update by the Genitourinary Pathology

Society (GUPS), the morphology and

immunoprofile of the tumour in this case are

most consistent with renal cell carcinoma with

fibromyomatous stroma. Of note, TSC/MTOR or

TCEB1/ELOC mutations have been reported in

these tumours, which may be sporadic or

syndromic.

Examining this case as a whole, the low grade

morphology of the tumour is keeping with its

indolent clinical behaviour. It presented as an

incidental finding on surveillance imaging, with

only mild radiological enhancement. The firm

whorled gross appearance is accounted for by the

leiomyomatous stromal component of the

tumour. Lastly, the voluminous cytoplasm of the

epithelial cells raises the possibility of an

underlying TSC mutation, which is known to

cause increased and unregulated activity of

mTOR, a regulator of cell size. The patient is not

known to have other syndromic manifestations.
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Figure 1. MRI image of the mildly enhancing renal mass (A).
Comparison of size on delayed phase images in 2020 (B) and
2015 (C).

Figure 3.  Microscopic appearance of tumour. 

Figure 4. Immunoprofile of the epithelial component of the
tumour.

Introduction

Discussion 

Conclusion

Since the last WHO classification of renal tumours,

provisional entities have been further studied. We

report one such entity and discuss its clinico-

pathological correlation.

The patient is an elderly male with a history of

gastric GIST and prostatic carcinoma. In 2020,

surveillance CT and MRI detected a mildly

enhancing lesion in the lower pole of the right

kidney, measuring 1.2cm. Review of earlier scans

showed the lesion had in fact been present since

2015, measuring 0.8cm at that time. Radiologically,

features were suggestive of a slow-growing renal

tumour.
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The spectrum and subtypes of renal cell

carcinoma are evolving. In cases with unusual

histomorphologic features, consideration should

be given to reviewing recent updates in the

literature and correlation with clinical and

radiologic findings.

Figure 5. Special stain and immunoprofile of the stromal
component of the tumour.

A partial nephrectomy was performed. Gross

examination showed a firm, pale, pink-white

tumour with a whorled appearance.

Figure 2. Gross appearance of tumour.

Immunostains showed the epithelial cells were

diffusely positive for Cam5.2, PAX8 and CK7. There

was membranous staining for CAIX, ranging between a

cup-like pattern to complete membranous pattern.

There was positivity for CD10 and 34betaE12,

although variable in intensity across the tumour. The

stromal cells were positive for desmin, supporting

smooth muscle origin. Hale’s colloidal iron highlighted

areas of stromal myxoid change.


